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Dear delegates, Student Officers, Advisors, and the Executive Committee of the Turkish International Model

United Nations,

It is my utmost honor to serve as the ambassador for the delegation of Gabon in TIMUN 2022.

The world’s agenda is composed of various issues that root in social, economic, and political

turmoils. The absence of power balance and political stability, which is a result of rising military

tensions all over the world, has had a significant detrimental impact on the overall social integrity of

states, making many of them vulnerable to all kinds of social and humanitarian problems. We as a state that

has been through multiple challenges throughout our existence including the two horrible instances of coup

d’etats, 1964 and 2019 respectively, are well aware of these problems and are willing to contribute towards

helping to solve them.

Therefore, it should be of great importance to preserve safety and order, with respect to this year's

theme of "Securing Post-Conflict Peace," during a time of such significant political and social unrest.

As a major state in the African region with the highest urbanization rate in Africa, we are also very

rich in natural resources which is one of the reasons why we want to fully eliminate the environmental

concerns that all nations face. Deforestation is one of our main concerns since 85% of our territories are

composed of forests. Other global issues that we aim to contribute to solving are terrorism, worsening

healthcare systems, and lack of education in certain regions of the world, we have hope in the debate that is

going to take place in the upcoming days.
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We, as the delegation of Gabon, with this speech sincerely declare that we are willing and aiming

to collaborate on many different issues but particularly in land degradation with our fellow member states.

Gabon has faith in achieving global peace and political stability not only for their country but also to aid

neighboring countries in protecting global unity for all, in an era of perpetual conflict.

Since the beginning, achieving domestic and global peace has been Gabon's unwavering mission.

During this conference, we hope to have the opportunity to contribute in achieving this objective.
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